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McIntyre v. Ballantine, 833 S.W. 2d 52 (Tenn. 1992). Established modified comparative fault in Tennessee. As long as Plaintiff’s negligence 

is less than 50%, he may recover, but damages are reduced in accordance with his negligence. The principles laid out in McIntyre require that 

1) all tortfeasors be joined in the suit unless joinder is specifically prohibited by law, and 2) parties may assert, as an affirmative defense, that another 

party or non-party is responsible for the Plaintiff’s injuries. See Mullins v. State, 294 S.W.3d 529, 536 (Tenn. 2009). 

 

Join All Tortfeasors Unless Prohibited: 

 

Generally, all defendants must be joined and their fault will be 

apportioned at trial. This holding was nearly a death blow to contribution 

suits, and the doctrine of joint and several liability. Contribution suits 

can still be brought when a potential tortfeasor cannot be joined. For 

instance, T.C.A. 29-28-106 generally protects sellers against product 

liability claims when they do not play any part in the manufacture of a 

product. However, Section (4) provides for the seller’s liability when the 

court lacks personal jurisdiction over  the manufacturer. This legislative 

endorsement of a form of joint and several liability opens the door for a 

contribution suit. Sellers are  also liable when manufacturer is insolvent. 

See Owens v. Truckstop, 915 S.W.2d 420 (Tenn. 1996). 

 

Joint and Several liability also remains when there is a negligent 

tortfeasor and an intentional tortfeasor. Limbaugh v. Coffee Medical 

Center, 59 S.W.3d 73 (Tenn. 2001). 

Negligence of Others Affirmative Defense: 

 

TRCP 8.03 requires pleading of comparative default, including identity 

or description of any other alleged tortfeasors. Plaintiff can choose to 

amend to add other alleged tortfeasors as defendants, or leave an “empty 

chair” to which fault can be assigned. At trial, total fault assigned to 

Plaintiff and all alleged tortfeasors must total 100%. 

 

Statute of Limitations: When a defendant pleads the comparative 

negligence of a party not previously named, but bringing suit against the 

new party would be barred by the statute of limitations, Plaintiff can 

nonetheless amend to add the defendant within 90 days pursuant to 

T.C.A. 20-1-119.  This only applies when the defendant alleging 

comparative negligence was sued within the applicable statute of 

limitations. If a defendant is sued pursuant to T.C.A. 20-1-119 after the 

normal statute of limitations has run, and alleges fault against a new 

tortfeasor, Plaintiff is out of luck. 

 

Employer Exception: Comparative fault cannot be alleged against an 

employer for injuries to an employee because employers are immune to 

suit under Tennessee’s worker’s compensation statute. Ridings v. 

Parson, 914 S.W.2d 79 (Tenn. 1996) 

 

Procedure: 

Time Limits  

Answer: In state court, required within 30 days of service. Tennessee Rule of Civil Procedure (TRCP) 12.01. In federal court, within 21 days of 

service. F.R.C.P. 12(a)(1)(A)(i). 

 

Jurisdiction: 

 

General Sessions Court: Jurisdiction over claims of $25,000.00 or less, either party can appeal de novo within ten days, no juries, TRCP and 

Tennessee Rules of Evidence (TRE) do not apply. 

Circuit Court: Court of general jurisdiction, no limitations, court of record that follows TRCP and TRE. 

Chancery Court: Concurrent jurisdiction with Circuit Court over civil cases, except personal injury and damage to property not occurring as a result 

of breach of contract. Chancery Court can only hear personal injury cases if neither party objects. 

Federal District Courts: Jurisdiction over cases arising from a federal statute, or diversity cases (no Plaintiff resides in same state as any defendant 

and amount in controversy exceeds $75,000.00). 28 U.S.C. 1332. 

 

Venue: Cases can be brought where cause of action arose or where defendant can be found, unless an in rem (real estate or possession of personal 

property) action, in which case it may be brought where property is located. T.C.A. 20-4-101, 20-4-103. 

 

Removal: Within 30 days of service, can remove to federal court. 28 U.S.C. 1441, 1446. All served defendants must consent to removal. All 

defendants must consent to removal within thirty days of becoming aware of removability. Right to removal can be waived by obtaining a decision 

on  a potentially dispositive claim or defense. Whitten v. Michelin Ams, 2006 Dist. LEXIS 37894 (W.D. Tenn. 2006). Matters otherwise removable    

solely on diversity grounds are not removable if any of the defendants are citizens of the state in which the action is filed. 28 U.S.C. 1441(b)(2). 

 

Collateral Source Rule: Evidence of funds received from other sources, such as insurance, cannot be admitted to reduce Plaintiff’s recovery. Fye v. 

Kennedy, 991 S.W.2d 754 (Tn. Ct. App. 1998). 

 

Attorney’s Fees: Generally not recoverable unless by statute or contract 

 

  



 

Limiting Statutes: 

Statutes of Limitation:  

6 months - Slander 

 

1 year - Personal Injury, Libel, Attorney/CPA Malpractice, 

Malicious Prosecution, and Civil Rights Actions Pursuant to Statute 

 

3 years - Injury to Personal/Real Property, Detention or Conversion 

of Personal Property. 

 

4 years - Warranty. However, statute of limitations can be reduced 

as low as 1 year by agreement.  Also, Construction Defect (1 year 

extension if defect discovered in fourth year) 

 

6 years - Breach of Contract 

 

All statutes above subject to savings statute, T.C.A. 28-1-105.  If 

Plaintiff voluntarily nonsuits, can re-file within one year. 

 

However, savings statute does not extend the applicable statute of 

repose: Healthcare Liability:  3 years, Construction Defect: 5 years, 

Product Liability: 6 years from date of injury/10 years from date of 

purchase. 

Damages: 

Tort reform statute, T.C.A. 29-39-101, et. seq., limits noneconomic 

damages.  Maximum total damages available in a tort suit are as follows: 

 

1.   100% of economic damages suffered. (Medical expenses, wages, 

property damage, etc.) 

2.   $750,000.00 in noneconomic damages.  Up to $1,000,000.00 in 

noneconomic damages if plaintiff suffered “catastrophic loss or 

injury”, meaning paraplegia or quadriplegia, amputation of two 

limbs, third degree burns over 40% or more of the body, or 40% or 

more of the face, or death of a parent leaving a surviving minor 

child. 

3.   Punitive damages if claimant proves by clear and convincing 

evidence that the defendant acted maliciously, intentionally, 

fraudulently or recklessly, but not to exceed the greater of : 

 a. $500,000.00; or 

 b. 200% of the total compensatory damages. 

 

Exceptions:  Damage caps do not apply if: 

1.   Defendant intended to inflict physical injury, and did so; 

2.   Defendant falsified, concealed, or destroyed records; 

3.   Defendant under influence of drugs or alcohol, or; 

4.   Defendant’s act or omission results in felony conviction 

. 

Auto: 

T.C.A. 56-7-101(a): auto insurance policy is a contract subject to the terms of this section. 

Responsibilities of Insurers: 

 

1. Minimum policy requirements: Must designate name of owner, all motor vehicles covered, must insure person named, any other person using 

the vehicles with express or implied permission, for damages within U.S. or Canada, subject to limits.  T.C.A. 55-12-122. 

2. Vehicles Owned By Others: Policy must cover named insured for liability in such vehicles within same limits and same territory. 

3. Information in policy:  Policy must state name, address, coverage, premium, policy period and limits, must state that policy is subject to 

conditions of the statute. 

4. Right/Obligation to Settle: Carrier has the right to settle any covered claim, and the obligation to settle if good faith requires. Wrongful refusal 

to settle can result in carrier liability in excess of policy limits by up to 25%. T.C.A. 56-7-105.  Bad faith may also implicate the Tennessee 

Consumer Protection Act and result in trebled damages. Gaston v. Tennessee Farmers, 120 S.W.3d 815 (Tenn. 2003). 

5. Duty to Defend: When any claim in the Complaint is covered. York v. Vulcan Materials, 63 S.W.2d 384 (Tenn Ct. App. 2001).  If carrier 

wrongfully refuses to defend, is bound by decision reached in trial with insured’s choice of counsel, liable for all attorney’s fees and costs. 

6. “Named Insured” includes spouse living with named insured, relatives living with insured with express or implied permission. Permission is a 

question of fact. 

Responsibilities of Insureds: 

 

1. Financial Responsibility Law:  Requires policy with single limit of at least $60,000.00, or split limit of $25,000.00 for injury to one person, 

$50,000.00 for injury to two or more, and $15,000.00 to property. 

2. Timely notice to carrier: Untimeliness presumed prejudicial but may be rebutted. Alcazar v. Hayes, 982 S.W.2d 645 (Tenn. 1998). 

 

Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist Coverage: 

1. No stacking: UM carrier liable for at most the difference between limit and liability coverage. So if liability limit is 50k and UM limit is 100k, 

UM carrier exposure is 50k.  T.C.A. 56-7-1201(b). 

a. If vehicle not owned by insured, then vehicle’s insurance is primary, insured’s UM applies. 

b. If insured has more than one UM policy, highest limit applies. 

2. No Direct Action:  UM action must be brought against tortfeasor, not directly against carrier, but carrier is served and can answer in defendant’s 

name.  T.C.A. 56-7-1201. 

3. “Phantom drivers”  not covered unless: 

a. Physical contact between “phantom driver” and insured vehicle/person OR existence of unknown motorist established by clear and 

convincing evidence not provided by occupants in insured vehicle. 

b. Insured or someone on insured’s behalf reported accident to law enforcement within a reasonable time; and 

c. Insured not negligent in failing to determine identity. T.C.A. 56-7-1201(e). 

4. “Hit and run” covered if: 

a. Actual contact occurred; 

b. Due diligence to find actual driver; 

c. Prompt notice to proper authorities. 

5.     Statutory Arbitration Scheme: T.C.A. 56-7-1206(f). 

a. If primary liability carrier offers policy limit settlement, and Plaintiff agrees, UM carrier can either (a) arbitrate and release subrogation 

against liability carrier, or (b) go to trial. 

b. If UM goes to trial, it pays liability policy limit to Plaintiff, liability carrier repays UM carrier lesser of liability limits or verdict. 



 

 

Health Care Liability: 

“Health care liability action”: any civil action alleging that a health care provider has caused an injury related to the provision of, or failure to 

provide, health care services to a person.  T.C.A. 29-26-101. 

 

Plaintiff’s burden: 

1. The recognized standard of acceptable professional practice in the profession, in the community, and at the time that defendant practiced at the 

time the alleged injury occurred. 

2. Defendant acted with less than or failed to act with ordinary and reasonable care. 

3. As a proximate result, Plaintiff suffered injuries. T.C.A. 29-26-115. 

 

Expert testimony is necessary, and any expert must be licensed in Tennessee or a contiguous state, have practiced in a relevant profession or specialty 

during the year preceding the date that the alleged injury occurred. 

 

Procedure: 

 

1. Plaintiff must provide notice to all potential defendants 60 days prior to filing a Complaint. Notice must include: 

a. Full name and date of birth of patient at issue; 

b. Name and address of claimant, and relationship to patient, if not sent by patient; 

c. Name and address of attorney sending the notice, if applicable; 

d. List of the names and addresses of all providers being sent a notice; and 

e. A HIPAA compliant medical authorization permitting each defendant to obtain complete medical records from all others. T.C.A. 29-26- 

121. 

2. Giving notice extends statutes of limitations and repose for one hundred twenty (120) days. 

3. Each defendant is entitled to receive a copy of any of Plaintiff’s medical records within thirty days of request. 

4. When an action is filed, defendants may file a motion for leave to conduct voluntary interviews of healthcare providers outside of Plaintiff’s 

presence, and such motion should be granted unless Plaintiff can show that the healthcare provider does not possess relevant information. 

5. Failure to serve appropriate notice as provided above and recite notice in Complaint will result in dismissal with prejudice unless “extraordinary 

cause shown”. 

6. Plaintiff must file “certificate of good faith” with Complaint stating that one or more competent experts have signed written statements that there 

is a good faith basis to maintain the action.  Failure to file a certificate means dismissal with prejudice. T.C.A. 29-26-122. 

7. Defendant must file similar certificate when asserting comparative fault against a non-party. 

 

Governmental Liability: 

Board of Claims 

1. T.C.A. § 9-8-307 – applicable to suits against State of Tennessee 

and its employees. 

2. State officers/employees completely immune, unless: 

a. Action/omission outside scope of employment; 

b. Wilful, malicious, or criminal acts; or 

c. Acts done for officer’s employee’s personal gain. 

3. But can bring claim to Board of Claims against Tennessee, common 

law negligence rules apply, except: 

a. Damages capped at $300,000/plaintiff, $1,000,000 per 

occurrence; 

b. No punitive damages; 

c. Cannot bring claims for denial/issuance of permits, inadequate 

inspections of anything other than state roads/bridges, 

riots/disturbances by persons not in state custody, acts of 

persons on probation/work release,  or computer software 

failures; and 

d. Bringing claim to Board of Claims waives any right to bring a 

civil suit against Tennessee or its employees 

Governmental Tort Liability Act (GTLA) 

1. T.C.A. §29-20-107 – applicable to suits against municipalities, 

boards, commissions, other government entities. 

2. Entities immune from suit, unless: 

a. Willful, wanton, or gross negligence; 

b. Negligent operation of a motor vehicle by an employee while 

in the scope of employment; 

c. Unsafe streets/highways with constructive or actual notice to 

entity; 

d. Dangerous or defective structures with constructive or actual 

notice to entity; or 

e. Negligence of employee except for 1) discretionary functions, 

2) false imprisonment approved by court, libel, slander, abuse 

of process, intentional trespass, malicious prosecution, 

interference with contract, invasion of privacy, infliction of 

emotional distress, civil rights, 3) denial/issuance of permits, 

4) failure/negligence in inspections, 5) prosecution of judicial 

proceedings, 6) misrepresentation, 7) riots/demonstrations, 8) 
assessment/collection of taxes, or 9) computer software failure. 

3. Entities have sixty (60) days to file Answer. 

4. No juries unless other Defendants demand. 

5. Damage caps:  currently $300,000 bodily injury, $700,000 per 

occurrence, $100,000 for injury to property. 

 

This tort law summary is intended for informational purposes only and is not intended to replace actual consultation with legal counsel. 

This document is not intended to be a complete summary of the law. 

 

With offices in Cleveland, Ohio and Nashville, Tennessee, Sutter O’Connell routinely handles lawsuits throughout the Mid-West and the 

Mid-South.   For more information concerning litigation in Tennessee and the Mid-South, contact Britt Phillips at Sutter O’Connell – (615)-771-5008 

or bphillips@sutter-law.com. 


